Abstract -The dynamic and uncertainty of management system generate and complicate the problem of providing appropriate quality management solutions. Optimization and adaptive approach to the process of taking a management decision is one the most effective. Practically, it can be implemented by modeling adaptive distribution of discrete resources. So, the results of this article include the methods of forming mathematical models of distribution of discrete resources, based on the principle of optimization and adaptive approach to the process of taking a management decision in automated information management systems in the real-time mode (AIMS). The implementation of considered methods help to scrutinize such aspects of a real management system as dynamics and uncertainty of situations, but at the same time to operate with simple mathematical models of static optimization for taking a decision about the distribution of resources.
I. INTRODUCTION
Effective distribution of resources is one the most common task in Automated Information Management System (AIMS). Within this framework, one of the most important categories is the optimal distribution of discrete resources [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . For the realtime mode AIMS the allocation of resources present a multistaged process [6, 7] . Each stage of the process includes featuring certain resources for fulfillment of arose needs by that moment.
At present there are many accurate researches on cases with determined needs, predicted emerge time and available resources [7 -10] . So, featuring management solutions in AIMS is usually based on optimization approach to the resources distribution task [11] [12] [13] [14] .
Applying optimization methods for development of complex systems with known set of criteria and allocation of managed resources allow us to solve the problem of modeling systems in real time mode [15] and accomplish of the adaptive control problem with a limited number of actions [16] .
However, there is a deductive uncertainty of volume, the nature and availability of resources, time of their emerging, which is appropriate for any real management system [16] . Moreover, taking into account the consequences of each decision in the multistaged process force to find ways for implementing optimization adaptive principle of forming a management solution in AIMS [10, 17] . This article is focused on developing methodical thesis of mathematical modelling based on this principle for discrete resources allocation.
II. MODEL'S STRUCTURE
The background of suggested approach for forming models based on optimization adaptive principle for the process of taking a management solution about discrete resources allocation in real-time mode includes the functional scheme of AIMS as a process within a system S ( fig.1 ) which consists of four subsystems-demand, information, management and resources systems.
At the same time, the demand system includes objects forming resources needs. Information system identifies the needs and forms the list of necessary resources. The resources system prepares and uses the resources during the allocation process. The solution of resource allocation is formed by the management system in the means of sequence of the local decisions making in the moments of time that are indefinite in advance , = 1,2, …, and meet a requirement 0 < 1 , 2 , … … < , where 0 is the start point, is the final point AIMS system activity.
Every local decision is approved with consideration of the current situation on the base of the processing data about system and its substance changes the future forecast. The content of such decision is the appointment of the available recourses at the time for mature the needs of system elements -consumers of resources at this moment. Previously adopted decisions have an impact on this decision because they determine the presence and type of resources and the demand for them. In its turn decision adopted in the moment of time significantly affects the decisions that may be taken in the next moments , > . Formally, the range of possible decisions for this can be represented as a multitude:
-is the amount of the -type resources, allocated to meet the needs of the -th object in the moment of the security system functioning;
-is the amount of recourses of all types that are available to the functioning of security system at moment; -is the quantity of the elements in the security system that creates demand for resources at the moment .
The implementation of optimal adaptation during the process of taking a solution about resource allocation in certain cases is based on forming appropriate model with a basic structure of the following type.
For example, it's needed to define the type of allocation:
where = 1,2, . . , , = 1,2, … , = 1,2, …, so, that ensures the fulfillment of next conditions:
with the following restrictions:
where = 1,2, …, = 1,2, . . , , = 1,2, … ;
is phase ID of the security system (at time moment ); ( ) -is expected effect of the resource allocation in accordance with the allocation version ; Δ -is the increment of the function ( ) in case of additionally identity of recourses by -type means to the plan for meeting demand of -th object; ( ) -is the level of specific value for -type resources using that ensures maximum efficiency from possible resources using managed -system for the entire period [ , ];
-is a multitude process parameters of the system , affecting the efficiency of resource use, -is the amount of -type resource dispensed at point of time ( -th phase of security system activity.
In the above model structure, the equation (3) indicates that optimal plan of the resource allocation is generated as a sequence of local decisions * and exposes the contents of each local decision in a matrix whose elements are the volume of resources allocated to meet the needs of the relevant objects. It's useful to note, that decisions * taken in some, not necessarily a predefined, time points functioning of the system . The equation (4) reflects demand of the most complete use of the system capability to get the maximum effect at each stage of resources using process.
The equation (5) prevents local optimization of resource allocation from maximum global effect during the whole process of system functioning. It is a criteria for the selection of the many possible options for the current phase of the allocation of resources such subset, choice of which is not contrary to the achievement of the global optimum taking into account not only the current situation at this point, but the results of predicting its future development. Therefore it provides for adaptation of the process to the folding conditions of AIMS.
The equation (6) reflects the balanced limits on the number of the distributed resources of each type.
Specific resource allocation models, realizing the proposed approach, is obtained by the explicit representation of the dependences included in the model (3) - (6) . Exact models of resource allocation, based on suggested approach, are formed by formalizing the relations of this system. The options of such formalizing for various fields are analyzed in [7] [8] [9] . Usually these models are NP-difficult [10] .
III. METHOD OF THE ADAPTATION RATES DETERMINATION
In the model (3) -(6) the possibility of local and global optima coordination where decision-making on the allocation of resources is provided by the introduction of the condition (5). The full constructive representation of it requires vector construction:
‖ ( )‖, (7) where = 1,2, . . , , = 1,2, … At the core of definition of this vector components is the principle of separation of many possible distributions of the available resources at time , subset of valid variants. The choice of distributions should not lead to decrease in the expected maximum effectiveness of these resources, taking into account existing and expected before the end of the reporting phase of the system needs. These components are a lower limited on the specific effectiveness of available resources at the decision point. Levels restrictions ( ) should be determined by taking into account all available information about the current values and trends of the parameters of the state system at each step of the allocation.
The choice of mentioned restrictions as the parameters of adaptation is driven by the fact that specific efficiency of utilization system's resources is invariant with respect to a particular embodiment, the distribution characteristic of the effectiveness of their use is consistent with the typical structure of the model of discrete programming, and thus relatively easy to predict.
Taking into consideration previously discussed schematic modeled resource allocation process in the system in the time interval [ , ] the formation of the resource demand can be viewed as a set of flows of demands with rate 0 . Informative managed subsystem estimates the expected specific efficiency of using different types of available resources and provides the selection criteria of flow requirements (5), thereby forming the streams of "acceptable" needs. The relation below determines the intensities of these flows
where = 1,2, . . , , = 1,2, …;
-is specific efficiency of -type resource using on thestage of the security system; max -is the upper limit of the specific resource efficiency; ( ) -is the probability density function of the parameter When the streams are forming, parameters provides some vacuum of input flow of resource needed. If these magnitudes are small, then all available resources can be used also at low efficiency. This leads to increasing risk in shortage of appropriate resource in the future, when its application would be more expedient. If the values too high, then the risk of not using appropriate resources because of their loss or the lack of suitable facilities for their use.
The issue is to choose the optimal parameters , = 1,2, . . , , = 1,2, … , which would provide the maximum value of the expectation of resource use efficiency in the operation of the system S adjusted for these risk factors.
If the value fixed at some stage of distribution, the expected specific effectiveness of resources is characterized by the probability density:
where = 1,2, . . , , = 1,2, …; min -is the lower limit for the value of .
Taking into account (9) the mathematical expectation of a specific resource use efficiency is defined by:
where = 1,2, . . , , = 1,2, … Moreover, if resources in operation process of concerned system is not renewed, expected overall effect resulting from their use, taking into account expression (10), can be calculated by the formula:
, (11) where = 1, ̅̅̅̅̅ , -is the amount of -type resources, allocated on -stage of the system operation process; ( * , ) -is the probability of intended use of -units of the -type resource.
When resources are renewed during the system functional process, full-expected effect from their use with consideration to (8, 10) can be calculated by the following function
where = 1, ̅̅̅̅̅ ; ( ) -is the possibility of intended use of one unit of the -type resource.
The vector (7) have to maximize the efficiency use of allocated resources. According to (11) , (12) determination of considered vector can be represent as solution of the following extremal case: * = ‖ * ‖ = arg max ( ) (13) Further definition of (12) requires characterization of following functions:
( ), ( * , ), ( ). The solutions of these tasks are decribed in [12] [13] [14] .
IV. CONCLUSION
In general, the considered formalization of the discrete resources allocation and methods of mathematical stimulation in different AIMS in real-time environment allows taking into account such essential features of the real process as a dynamic and uncertain environment, and at the same time to be used for the decision-making of relatively simple static optimization instrument [4, 6, 7] . Herewith the planning process acquires the adaptive nature.
